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Bal Natu 
Meherazad, India 
October 4, 1979 
44:27 

Note: Continuation of KG-076A 

Content 
In 1952 November, I started being permitted to stay with Baba for more time than just a 
short visit. I then began to see Baba's love expressed to the crowds, and how they would 
receive it. In 60s I was allowed to stay still closer, at Guruprasad during my school 
vacation, sometimes 5 weeks, and also with visits to Meherazad. Baba's presence was 
such that my thoughts to know various spiritual things, answers to spiritual questions, just 
dropped away. 
  
Hard for me to say, "Baba is the Highest of the High," but Baba used to say, "Say that Baba 
says He is the Highest of the High." Baba asked me to visit Sangamner, and Baba was at 
Mahabaleshwar. Baba sent Bal to the Sangamner centre opening, and one person came 
and asked if Bal would want to go to visit Datta Maharaj. Bal declined, but on the next 
day the people asked Bal to accompany them to Datta Maharaj's place on the way to the 
railway line. Those people regarded Datta Maharaj as the Avatar. 
  
Next day, Bal went to Mahabaleshwar, and Baba asked Bal about the programme and all 
that, and then Bal didn't tell him that he had gone to the place of Datta Maharaj, but 
eventually Baba got it out of Bal. Of course Baba knew that Bal felt that his action might 
have been wrong. Baba asked Adi what Bal should have done. Baba asked Deshmukh the 
same question. Baba looked right at Bal and said there are something like 70-80 persons 
in the world who claim to be the Avatar, but I tell you that I am the one." Then Baba gave 
an explanation and sent him to go give that man Datta Maharaj the message that Baba was 
the Avatar. 
  
Baba told Bal to go back. Adi knew that Baba had sent me to go to that man and give that 
message. So Bal went with Adi and Sarosh, at the same place, offered his respects to him, 
said, "I have been here before, but Meher Baba is the real Avatar." Then they left the place. 
  
So Bal would be there for some time in Baba's ashram, and Bal would read out the 
Marathi correspondence, Eruch the English and Bhau the Hindi. They would play cards 
with Baba. Baba had his own way of playing cards. No idea whether this word for the card 
game, Larisque, has anything to do with the French. Alternate person would be the partner, 
invariably Francis would be on Baba's team. Cards would be distributed, but if there were 
6 persons playing, some number would be left aside, but also there had to be a joker in 
the pack. Standing instruction not to peak at the cards of others, but Baba has authority to 
break the rules, and to take any card. Baba would ask openly for a particular card, and 
would swap that card with Baba's card. Baba would say, "L" meaning Larisque and 
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that was the sign that Baba's party would take all the tricks. 
  
Once Baba asked for a certain card, Bal was wearing dhoti, and somehow Bal caught his 
dhoti on some protrusion, and fell on the way to giving the card to Baba. Baba asked Bal, 
"Why do you wear the dhoti?" Going, Bal would try to be on the first carriage of the 
first possible train that would take him to Baba, and on the last carriage to leave at the last 
possible moment. 
  
Again Bal fell while taking a card to Baba, and on this occasion Bal felt that Baba's 
injunction to him, repeated, as "Why do you wear dhoti?" had some significance. Bal's 
brother came to Guruprasad that night at 5 PM, and Bal said, "Go home, and bring a 
pijama for Bal. That very evening, he brought some, and next morning (I was in early 40s, 
but had never had pants) when Baba came into the Hall at Guruprasad Baba gave Bal a 
little smile, and it seemed that Baba had approved the change. Thereafter, Bal got some 
pants made, and within a day or so I had them, but still I wore dhoti during the week and 
came to Baba on the weekends in pants, and Baba approved, "Nice" so I had to continue 
with it. But as a teacher in the school, to be with the kids, and for 20 years the whole 
village thad seen me in dhoti, and the next day would have to show up in pants, and how 
would the boys and the colleagues take it? Bal ducked into school late, and Baba made it 
easy on him, but Bal now feels that at least he has changed externally! Bal in his life had 
been so reserved with the pupils and colleagues, he would go to his room and not 
socialize, thought they would know that Bal was a Meher Baba man. 
  
One exception thereafter: You know there is right and wrong, karma, people to whom I 
have done so much good and yet they speak against me.  But the law of karma may be 
broken when one comes to Baba. 

Baba permitted me to come to him for a thing that he had not done at all. In 1947 or 48, I 
was to come to Baba, with some friends from Sholapur. I decided to come, but at the last 
moment his principal told Bal that the school inspector was coming and he shouldn't 
go, no leave would be granted. So when the train from Sholapur arrived at midnight at the 
time, Bal went to see his friends at the train and see them off on their visit to Baba. Just 
then one friend said, "The Perfect Master is calling you and the Headmaster says no, and 
what should you do?" So I got in the compartment, but I was wearing the dhoti this time. 
Who would tell my mother? As the train was leaving a person working in the railways who 
was my next door neighbor looked at me, and I told him I was going to Nagar and please 
to tell my mother. This particular train stopped at Meherabad, because the event was the 
opening of Meherabad Hall, and Jean Adriel and Delia were there, it was 1948, but I was 
on this occasion in my dhoti. Programme was in the morning, and we had to leave in the 
afternoon. I came back to my place, but now I was scared to go to school because I had 
disobeyed headmaster, but I took heart in hand, and decided to go and apologize to the 
principal. The principal was taking snuff. I went in and said that I was sorry I went, and he 
didn't hear anything. Principal said, "It's proof that you had to do that work, so it is 
alright.” After two days, and though I hadn't talked to any of the mandali, Adi somehow 
thought that Bal had been hesitant to come, because he hadn't sent any letter of invitation 
to Bal. Adi wrote to Bal apologizing, and told Baba. Baba said, "You have established your 
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connections directly with Baba, and you need not expect a letter from Baba to invite him, 
but should merely tell Adi a few days beforehand that you are coming. 
   
In November 1968, I had my last darshan with Baba. Harry Kenmore had come, from 1st 
November to 7th November. Baba asked Bal, “Can you come for 22nd and 23rd  
December for the Dara wedding?" Bal said he'd rather take his leave a different time. Baba 
told him to kiss Him, and to go away. Baba would say, "First attend to your family 
responsibilities, and your job responsibilities, but then you must come here." Only once, 
when I was about to leave, Baba asked, "Where are you going?" I was going not to 
Kurduwadi but to Nasik. Bal explained that his brother-in-law had expired and he should 
go express his condolences. Baba hinted that this was unwise and Bal should use his 
whole vacation to be with Baba. 
  
Dara asks about Bal's family. How did they take to his going to Baba all the time(?) Bal 
said his nature was not to listen to others. He extended this freedom to his family 
members, nobody has to take Baba to be the Avatar. Bal's brother and sister and brother 
in law did attend Sahavas programmes at Meherabad, but that is entirely different from 
accepting Baba as the God Man. Mother died in 1948 or 49 and she was orthodox, and 
was a Brahmin with caste views, and so Bal would not interfere with his mother's outlook, 
but for me in Meher Baba every Avatar is there. His family has love for Baba but Bal does 
not take them to be Baba lovers. 
  
There was a time in his life when Bal would not show Baba materials to others. After some 
time his room was filled with Baba pictures, but free atmosphere meant that there should 
not necessarily be Baba pictures in the common spaces. Baba asked if Bal was married. 
It was the New Life time. When Baba relieved Bal from the New Life, he gave Bal an 
instruction not to touch women with lust. Because Baba said it, I found it simple to follow 
the instruction. Now for four weeks in the summer, and in the divali time, Bal goes 
to his family and stays with them.  
   
   


